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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Counting on Count on Two-digit number Multiple of ten

Pattern Count back Skip count Multiplication

1. __________ - a way to subtract by counting
backwards

2. __________ - a way to add by counting forward

3. __________ - numbers that end in zero when written
in base ten

4. __________ - a process where a number is added to
itself a number of times

5. __________ - a design or sequence that repeats
itself in a predictable way

6. __________ - counting forwards or backwards in
multiples of a given number

7. __________ - any number between 10 and 99

8. __________ - a way to add by counting forward
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Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Counting on Count on Two-digit number Multiple of ten

Pattern Count back Skip count Multiplication

1. Count back - a way to subtract by counting
backwards

2. Count on - a way to add by counting forward

3. Multiple of ten - numbers that end in zero when
written in base ten

4. Multiplication - a process where a number is added
to itself a number of times

5. Pattern - a design or sequence that repeats itself in a
predictable way

6. Skip count - counting forwards or backwards in
multiples of a given number

7. Two-digit number - any number between 10 and 99

8. Counting on - a way to add by counting forward
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